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What does "Beta" mean?

DOE PAGES\textsuperscript{Beta} contains an initial collection of journal articles and accepted manuscripts as a demonstration of its functionality and eventual expanded content. Over the next year, additional metadata and links to articles and accepted manuscripts will be added as they are submitted to OSTI, with anticipated annual growth of 20,000-30,000 publicly-accessible articles and manuscripts. When DOE PAGES moves beyond the "beta" period, it will offer distributed full-text access to all DOE-affiliated accepted manuscripts or articles after an administrative interval of 12 months.

Guidance for DOE-Funded Authors

I'm a researcher at a DOE national laboratory and have just had a manuscript accepted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal; what do I need to do in order to comply with DOE's public access requirements?

I'm a researcher with a grant from DOE and have just had a manuscript accepted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal; what do I need to do in order to comply with DOE's public access requirements?

Find out more

Do you have questions about DOE PAGES\textsuperscript{Beta} content, procedures, or policies? More information is available at OSTI's Public Access Policy page and in our Frequently Asked Questions.
A compact neutron spectrometer for characterizing inertial confinement fusion implosions at OMEGA and the NIF

A compact spectrometer for measurements of the primary deuterium-tritium neutron spectrum has been designed and implemented on the OMEGA laser facility. This instrument uses the recoil spectrometry technique, where neutrons produced in an implosion elastically scatter protons in a plastic foil, which are subsequently detected by a proton spectrometer. This diagnostic is capable of measuring the yield to ±10% accuracy, and mean neutron energy to ±50 keV precision. As these compact spectrometers can be readily placed at several locations around an implosion, effects of residual fuel bulk flows during burn can be measured. Future improvements to reduce the neutron energy uncertainty to ±15-20 keV are discussed, which will enable measurements of fuel velocities to an accuracy of ~±25-40 km/s.
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Multispecies density peaking in gyrokinetic turbulence simulations of low collisionality Alcator C-Mod plasmas
20 years of research on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak
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The Dataverse Project

The Dataverse is an open source web application to share, preserve, cite, explore and analyze research data. It facilitates making data available to others, and allows you to replicate others work. Researchers, data authors, publishers, data distributors, and affiliated institutions all receive appropriate credit.

A Dataverse repository hosts multiple dataverses. Each dataverse contains dataset or other dataverses, and each dataset contains descriptive metadata and data files (including documentation and code that accompany the data).

A Collaboration with Harvard Library, Harvard University IT, and IQSS

Since 2012, the Institute for Quantitative Social Science has collaborated with Harvard Library and Harvard University Information Technology (HUIT) to make the Harvard Dataverse openly available to researchers and data collectors worldwide from all disciplines to deposit data. In this collaboration IQSS leads the development of the open source Dataverse software; and in conjunction with the Open Data Assistance Program at Harvard (a collaboration with Harvard Library, the Office for Scholarly Communication and IQSS) provides user support for the Harvard Dataverse. The Library Technology Services at HUIT provides hosting and backups support of the Harvard Dataverse.

History of the Project

Dataverse software is being developed at Harvard’s Institute for Quantitative Social Science (IQSS), along with many collaborators and contributors worldwide. Dataverse was built on our experience with our earlier Virtual Data Center (VDC) project, which spanned 1999-2006 and was organized by Micah Altman, Gary King, and Sidney Verba as a collaboration between the Harvard-MIT Data Center (now part of IQSS) and the Harvard University Library. Precursors to the VDC date to 1987, comprising such entities as preweb software to transfer cataloging information by FTP to other sites across campus automatically at designated times, and even to a stand-alone software guide to local data.
An evolution of magnetic reconnection behavior, from fast jets to the slowing of reconnection and the establishment of a stable current sheet, has been observed in strongly-driven, electron jets (Jet-20VA) ejected from the reconnection region, indicating that two-fluid or collisionless magnetic reconnection occurs early in time. The absence of jets and the persistence of strong, stable magnetic fields at late times indicates that the reconnection process slows down, while plasma flows stagnate and plasma conditions evolve to a cooler, denser, more collisional state. These results demonstrate that powerful initial plasma flows are not sufficient to force a complete reconnection of magnetic fields, even in the strongly-driven regime.
Main data files comprise 22 variables in three subcategories of risk (political, financial, and economic) for 146 countries for 1984-2009. Data are annual averages of the components of the ICRG Risk Ratings (Tables 3B, 4B, and 5B) published in the International Country Risk Guide. Indices include: political; government stability; socioeconomic conditions; investment profile; internal conflict; external conflict; corruption; military in politics; religion in politics; law and order; ethnic tensions; democratic accountability; and bureaucratic quality; financial; foreign debt; exchange rate stability; debt service; current account; international liquidity; and economic: inflation; GDP per head; GDP growth; budget balance; current account as % of GDP.

Also includes the IRIS-3 dataset by Steve Knack and Philip Keefer, which covers the period of 1982-1997 and computed scores for six additional political risk variables: corruption in government, rule of law, bureaucratic quality, ethnic tensions, repudiation of contracts by government, and risk of expropriation.

Additional data files provide country risk ratings and databanks (economic and social indicators) for new emerging markets for 2000-2009.
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- DMP components/questions: Martin
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- Report Processing: Jason

OUTSIDE PSFC:

- Dataverse: [http://dataverse.org/](http://dataverse.org/)